Coherence studies of pulsed electron beams from point sources
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Introduction

Generation of electron beams is a common activity employed in a wide variety of scenarios in laboratories around the world for a number of purposes. Many of these applications involve applying the electron beam to a target in order to determine a property such as the size or structure of the object; commonly used examples include transmission electron microscopy1 & scanning electron microscopy, electron diffraction and electron holography2. These applications have a common feature in the use of a continuous beam, which can provide high spatial resolution, but removes the ability to perform time-resolved measurements below the nanosecond timescale, such systems being limited by capacitive switching.

Presently, significant progress is being made in developing time resolved measurements using a pulsed electron beam, particularly in the field of electron diffraction studies3, introducing the use of pulsed electron beams as a complimentary technique to x-ray diffraction studies performed at synchrotron or X-FEL facilities. This is generally referred to as Ultrafast Electron Diffraction (UED). Such a beam can be created by the interaction of an ultrafast laser pulse with a photocathode to generate a short bunch of electrons, followed by either acceleration to relativistic velocities (requiring large voltages and a long beamline) or some compression technique to counter the effects of space-charge repulsion. The current state of the art allows for electron pulses that can be compressed to 100 femtoseconds by means of an RF cavity4. This allows electron diffraction to gain time resolution on the timescale of molecular motion, potentially allowing observation of features such as bond formation and charge migration.

Diffraction studies require that the electron beam have a high degree of spatial coherence, quantified by the transverse coherence length, which defines the maximum size of the beam target. An electron beam with a small coherence length cannot form fringes of sufficient contrast to obtain a high resolution image under Fourier transform, nor will the fringes be generated over the whole of the target, dramatically limiting the field of view. For this reason, it is vital that the coherence length of the electron beam be known, and that steps are taken to ensure that it is as large as possible.

Electron coherence of a pulsed beam depends primarily on three parameters: The coherence of the light used to generate the electrons, the temperature at the electron source, and the geometry (the key factor of which is the emission volume) of the photocathode. The requirement for low temperature is difficult to quantify; it is already partially satisfied by having the photocathode in a vacuum chamber, however could be improved by active cooling. There is no simple solution, as cooling may cause residual gas in the vacuum chamber to condense onto the cathode, dramatically reducing its effectiveness. Recent studies have revealed the possibility of using a cooled gas phase source5.

The final condition can be met by using a shaped cathode in place of traditional flat sheet or film. We are currently investigating the use of a Nanoscale Metal Tip (NSMT), a small piece of wire which tapers to a very sharp point, with a radius of curvature at the tip typically of order 10’s of nm. Such a tip is produced by electrochemical etching from gold or tungsten wire. With further refinement such as annealing or electron bombardment it is possible to bring these tips to a single atom end6, making them a true point source, although the term could reasonably be applied to any tip below 100 nanometers if the electron beam flight path is on a scale of centimeters or meters. The emission occurs from the curved surface at the end of the tip, leading to an emission volume much smaller than the laser focal spot. This is predicted to create highly coherent electrons in comparison to those emitted from a plane cathode, where the emission generally originates from a spot several microns across defined by the tightness of the laser focus. The shape of the tip also concentrates and enhances the electric field, allowing the use of an 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator in place of a UV laser7, which may require a more complex and expensive regenerative amplifier and OPA system to produce the required pulse length.

Electron Holography

Measurement of coherence can be performed by means of holography8, where a wavefront is forced into overlapping with another wavefront from the same source. If there is coherence, an interference pattern will occur, the properties of which allow the transverse coherence length to be measured. An electron beam can be made to interfere with itself by splitting and recombining using a biprism, a positively charged wire between two grounded electrodes that cause the electron beam to split each side of the wire: the positive charge then causes the resulting beams bend towards each other and overlap.

Figure 1: Illustration of the principle of electron holography. Electrons are generated from a source (A) before being accelerated via electrodes (B). The beam is collimated with a magnetic lens (C) before being split by the biprism (D). A second magnetic lens (E) provides high magnification before the beam and resulting interference pattern arrives at the detector (F).
This technique, the principal of which is outlined in figure 1, is traditionally used to determine the structure of an object that has been placed in one of resulting beams. The perturbation of the interference pattern caused by this can be transformed to yield a hologram of said object. Crucially, this is not limited to solid matter, as any electric or magnetic fields around the object will also cause a perturbation, allowing the holography technique to be used to examine local field effects or enhancements.

Apparatus design and construction

An illustration of our equipment is shown in figure 2. The electrons are first generated from the NSMT by either field emission (for a continuous beam) or by interaction with an intense <100 fs 800 nm laser pulse. The tip is held at a high negative bias to define the energy of the resulting beam. The first electrode after the tip is also held at a high negative bias, although slightly lower than the tip. This is adjustable; the bias can be increased to induce field emission or can be reduced to simply provide a steering and accelerating force to ensure that electrons from the tip form a directed beam. The second electrode is held at or near ground, accelerating the beam to its final energy.

Having passed through the second electrode an adjustable magnetic lens is used to collimate the beam, or can even be used to focus onto the biprism to ensure fringe production. The biprism itself consists of a 4 micron diameter tungsten wire, to which a small positive bias can be applied, which defines the crossing angle and position. A grounded L-shaped plate is positioned either side of the wire to complete the biprism. A second magnetic lens is used to pass the beam through a short focus to make it diverge (providing adjustable zoom) before reaching the detector, consisting of an MCP and phosphor screen. A CCD camera then records the resulting interference pattern as a numerical array for analysis by LabView software.

Current results

This work currently is in progress and as such has not yielded measurements of the coherence length at the time of writing. Much progress has been made, however, and the present apparatus is capable of producing and maintaining a stable pulsed electron beam aligned centrally onto the biprism wire. This can be verified by applying a voltage to the wire; a negative bias will split the electron beam in half and cause the resulting beams to diverge, making the position of the wire easily visible. A positive voltage will cross the resulting beams.

Both of these scenarios are displayed in figure 2 for a variety of bias voltages, demonstrating the effectiveness of such a wire. These images of the beam are not magnified to best display the effect, so no fringing is visible.

The current results follow work as outlined in the previous annual report, where it was established that NSMT’s of both gold and tungsten can be made to emit stably under focused (and even unfocused for high energy) 800 nm 100fs laser pulses. Basic measurements of the electron energy spectrum have also been reported, highlighting the effect of various laser parameters on the emission characteristics. These measurements are pending refinement, as outlined below.

Pending improvements and ongoing experiments

Presently the design of the biprism assembly is being improved to allow for the high magnifications needed to observe fringes that appear on the nanometer scale. A new magnetic lens is currently under construction that replaces the existing simple coil with a lens encapsulated by field-focusing tapered pole pieces. This allows the magnetic field to be concentrated at the beam position, resulting in a comparatively much stronger on-axis field even at low currents. The resulting increase in field strength should allow a short focal length (and by extension higher magnification) even at high beam energies. It is anticipated that this new lens design, illustrated in figure 4, will allow definitive measurements of the transverse coherence length of the electron beam. To the Author’s knowledge, this will be the first time this quantity has been measured for a laser induced, pulsed beam from a point source.

In addition, a detailed analysis of the energy spectrum of the emitted electrons is currently underway. Although the width of the spectrum has been determined by previous experiments to be small in comparison to the beam energy, the effect of the energy spread to the temporal dispersion of the electron pulse...
(already significant due to Coulomb repulsion) is non-negligible, especially if the electron pulse is due to be compressed by means of an RF cavity or ponderomotive compression. This is being done by means of a Velocity Map Imaging (VMI) spectrometer, which allows both the electron energy spectrum and direction of emission to be simultaneously measured as a function of a variety of parameters such as a laser pulse length, intensity and polarization.

This is being done by means of a Velocity Map Imaging (VMI) spectrometer, which allows both the electron energy spectrum and direction of emission to be simultaneously measured as a function of a variety of parameters such as a laser pulse length, intensity and polarization.

Applications

This work is primarily being done with a view to utilizing the fully characterized pulsed electron beam for UED purposes, examining changing structural dynamics in a variety of systems. Examples include observing the effect of optical pumping on foils or large molecules in the gas state. The most intriguing application, however, is the potential to examine large molecules such as proteins or DNA during their response to an external stimulus, an ability which fully utilizes the high coherence length of the beam. It may also be possible to examine molecules in the solution phase, contained in micron scale droplets. This allows the molecules to be examined in a scenario which much more closely resembles the biological system in which they normally reside, rather than the traditional technique of crystallizing them onto a surface, altering their structure before the measurements can be performed.

In order to achieve this goal, the electron pulses are required to be a few femtoseconds long as they arrive at the target, requiring the addition of a compression stage to the beamline to counteract the temporal dispersion of the pulse. An alternative to the aforementioned RF compression is the use of a shaped laser pulse to apply a spatially modulated potential to the electron pulse in flight. This technique has to date only been treated theoretically, it is the intention of the authors to make an attempt at experimentally verifying the possibility of using this procedure in the very near future.

Conclusions

Work is ongoing to measure the transverse coherence length of pulsed electron beams originating from a laser driven point source. It is anticipated that such beams will be useful in resolving molecular dynamics on a sufficiently short timescale to observe features such as charge migration, bond formation and vibrational motion.
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Introduction
A nanophotonic device that can efficiently concentrate optical radiation into a nanometer-sized volume is of great interest for many applications in integrated and nonlinear photonics, radiative decay engineering, and quantum information processing. Analogous to their radio wave counterparts, plasmonic nanoantennas are designed to provide a high local field enhancement with efficient coupling to far field radiation in the visible and infrared spectral window. Active control of the resonance spectrum of a plasmonic nanoantenna is a crucial step toward achieving transistor-type nanodevices for manipulation of the flow and emission of light.

We aim to develop a new class of all-optical switches using optical nanoantennas. The antenna switch as proposed by us operates on the transition from the capacitive to conductive coupling regimes between two closely spaced metal nanorods.

Apart from using the optical nonlinearity of the gold itself to provide a switching functionality, it is of interest to interface the plasmonic system to other types of materials which can be tuned using optical, electrical, or magnetic means. In this project, we were interested to explore the ultrafast nonlinear response of antennas on different types of substrates including semiconductors and metal oxides.

In our recent work, we have demonstrated a new nanoscale plasmon-induced energy transfer mechanism by fast electron injection from the antenna into the surrounding semiconductor for controlling the optical modes of a nanoantenna-ITO hybrid [1]. The mechanism relies on the mutual interaction of the nanoantenna, which acts as a source for sensitizing the ITO response, and the large free-carrier nonlinearity of ITO, which in return modifies the plasmon resonance. The aim of the current project was to extend measurements to the subpicosecond time domain.

Results
The femtosecond nonlinear optical response of plasmonic nanoantennas was investigated using a regenerative amplified laser system (Pharos/Orpheus). In order to operate this system in a pump-probe configuration, we had to combine the following ingredients: access to (depleted) fundamental and second harmonic outputs of the laser; access to the outputs (signal, idler) of the optical parametric amplifier, and computer control of the OPA wavelength using the Labview software environment.

After some initial problems, the wavelength control was successfully implemented in the second month of the laser loan. We could perform computer controlled scans of the idler over a range 1100-1700 nm. We used a chopper and lock-in amplifier to recover the optical intensity, which was detected by an InGaAs photodiode.

In our recent work, we have demonstrated a new nanoscale plasmon-induced energy transfer mechanism by fast electron injection from the antenna into the surrounding semiconductor for controlling the optical modes of a nanoantenna-ITO hybrid [1]. The mechanism relies on the mutual interaction of the nanoantenna, which acts as a source for sensitizing the ITO response, and the large free-carrier nonlinearity of ITO, which in return modifies the plasmon resonance. The aim of the current project was to extend measurements to the subpicosecond time domain.

A second challenge consisted of finding the timings of the different outputs. In particular, separate outputs of the depleted pump and the second harmonic were available but since the former was split off before the OPA stage, a significant time difference had to be compensated outside the laser system. However, it was eventually possible to simultaneously access the three outputs (fundamental, SHG, idler) for advanced pump-probe experiments.

Arrays of nanoantennas were fabricated using e-beam lithography. The antennas consisted of two closely spaced gold nanorods as illustrated by the electron microscopy image in Fig. 1. The rods are capacitively coupled in the nanogap, which results in a strong local field enhancement which may be used for nonlinear spectroscopy and sensing.

These types of nanoantennas show a strong plasmonic response in the near-infrared. A transmission spectrum of the nanoantenna arrays obtained using the idler of the Orpheus OPA is shown in Figure 2. The dip at around 1250 nm wavelength corresponds to the fundamental longitudinal antenna mode. This mode is associated with a $\lambda/2$ standing wave resonance, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the plasmon polariton ($\lambda$ is smaller than the vacuum wavelength because of the real part of the permittivity of gold).

![Figure 1 Scanning electron microscopy image of nanoantenna array consisting of gold nanorods (scale bar 500nm).](image-url)
Simultaneously, we performed ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy using the output from the amplifier at 1030nm – or its second harmonic at 515nm – as an excitation source. A resulting map of the ultrafast dynamics of the antenna array is shown in the right figure. A fast initial response is observed resulting from the excitation of hot electrons in the gold nanoantenna. The signal is consistent with a combination of transient bleaching and a redshift of the plasmon resonance. The decay agrees with other broadband response reported in literature and follows the two-temperature model of hot electron relaxation in metals [2,3].

Conclusions
The laser loan has enabled us to obtain a variety of results on the ultrafast response of nanoantennas on various active substrates. We are currently preparing publications using this data. Using the information extracted from this study, we are able to target specific materials which may be of interest for interfacing with plasmonics for applications in nonlinear control and ultrafast switching. The realization of an antenna switch is a first step toward a longer-term programme of integration of active plasmonics in various fields of nanoscience, such as ultrafast lasers and quantum optics. The application perspective of the proposed devices is high; antenna switches hold the potential for active control of nanoscale light-matter interaction on ultrafast timescales. This includes, next to transmission and reflection of light, also the radiative decay of emitters, as well as the coupling strength of coherent states of light and matter.
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We experimentally observe the action of multiple light pulses on the transverse motion of a continuous beam of fullerenes. The light potential is generated by non-resonant ultra-short laser pulses in perpendicular spatial overlap with the molecule beam. We observe a small but clear enhancement of the number of molecules in the center fraction of the molecular beam. Relatively low light intensity and short laser pulse duration prevent the molecule from fragmentation and ionization. Experimental results are confirmed by Monte Carlo trajectory simulations.

It is known from both theory [1] and experiment [2–5] that when a neutral molecule enters the focus of a time-varying electric field a dipole force is acting on the center of mass motion of the particle. The same effect is used for optical tweezing of micro-meter sized particles and biological cells. The dipole potential $U$ is related to the dynamic (frequency dependent) polarizability of the molecule, $\alpha$, and the space and time dependent distribution of the intensity of a light field $E^2$: $U(x, y, z, t) = -\frac{1}{4} \alpha E^2(x, y, z, t)$.

The dipole force, $F = -\nabla U$, is proportional to the gradient of the laser intensity. Assuming a Gaussian laser profile, the velocity change of the molecules in the $y$-direction (see Fig. 2) is obtained by integrating the force over light-matter interaction time, $\Delta v_y = \frac{1}{m} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} F_y(t) dt$, yielding:

$$\Delta v_y = -4y \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2 m v_x w_0}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + 2 \ln 2 \left( \frac{w_0}{v_x \tau} \right)^2}} \exp \left( \frac{-2y^2}{w_0^2} \right),$$

where $x = v_x t$ describes the longitudinal motion of the molecule and $\tau$ is the light-molecule interaction time. Earlier experiments using dipole force observed the change in velocity for a pulsed beam of small molecules interacting with an individual tightly focused laser pulse of diameter 10 $\mu$m [4]. In contrast we will measure the transverse effect by its net increase in molecular beam flux at a certain spatial area at the detector.

First, we model the dipole force effect on the motion of neutral molecules for a quasi-continuous laser beam of increasing the laser waist $w_0$ where a test particle is propagating through the potential energy landscape of focused light (Eqn. 1). The calculated total change in transverse velocity ($\Delta v_t$) for a molecule passing through the laser spot of different waist is shown in Fig. 1a). A single dispersion profile for $w_0=154$ $\mu$m is shown in Fig. 1b). As expected, increasing the beam waist at a given laser power leads to a reduction in the transverse velocity effect. second, from trajectory simulation by randomly sampling of starting conditions for position and transverse velocity (Monte Carlo) we model the effect of multiple pulses acting on individual molecule trajectories. Molecule distributions simulated with and without laser interactions are shown in Fig. 2 b) indicating a clear squeezing of the spatial molecule distribution in $y$-direction for the case with laser 'on'.

Experiments have been performed with $C_{60}$ fullerene beams formed by sublimation in an oven (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9% purity). The longitudinal velocity $v_x$ was selected.
to be 180 m/s with a longitudinal spread of $\Delta v/v = \pm 2.2\%$ (FWHM) [6]. The molecular beam is collimated by a 1 mm aperture (collimation is about 1 mrad) before it is crossed with a pulsed laser (Coherent MIRA, pulse duration 100 fs, peak power 10 nJ, wavelength 800 nm) aligned along the z-axis. The laser beam was focused by a $f = 100$ cm lens to have a waist of about $100 \mu m$, which was the only free parameter in the Monte Carlo simulations. This affects only one spatial direction of the molecule beam due to the light intensity gradient - an elliptic lens. Light focusing in z-direction is too weak to have an effect. (b) Molecule as counted in the detector plane by Monte Carlo trajectory simulations showing the qualitative effect of the lensing with laser (red points) compared to detected molecules without laser (black points) for the same parameter as for the simulations of the dipole potential in Fig. 1. The energy is per laser pulse.

On-Off switching effect: Fig.3(a) shows experimental data of a series of nine consecutive measurements with the laser on or off. The average ‘laser-on’ power was 350 mW. Every data point represents the average of molecule counts over 13 minutes. We used a 0.5 mm pinhole in front of detector to measure only the center region of the molecular beam, where we expect an increase of detected molecules. We observe a clear modulation of the number of molecules being detected. Error bars are the standard deviation. Fluctuations of the detected signal are caused by molecular beam flux variations, laser instabilities as well as fluctuations in the QMS detector. The laser intensity was checked to be sufficiently stable for the time of the measurement. Integration time was chosen to reduce long term fluctuations while allowing for optimal signal to noise ratio from averaging. The experiment has been repeated several times with apertures of different size and shape in front of the detector and with a different molecule: tetra-phenyl porphyrin (TPP, 614 amu). All measurements support our observation of a transverse modulation of molecular motion. Although we observe only a small effect, this is the first experimental evidence for an optical dipole force effect on the center of mass motion of large molecules resulting from interactions with multiple light pulses. The spatial resolution of a scanning aperture method was not sufficient to image a focusing effect in the total beam profile.

Linear power dependency: To investigate the effect further we vary the laser power and observe the number of molecules detected. We observe a linear power dependency of the count rate in agreement with Eqn. 1 (see Fig. 3(b)). Data are an average of 52 measurement sequences taken over 15 seconds for each laser power subsequently, to reduce the effect of systematic count rate drifts. An maximal 8% increase in total count rate was observed for a maximum average laser power of 420 mW. This value is replicated with our Monte Carlo simulations which are shown by the red line in Fig. 3(b). Simulated trajectories of $10^5$ molecules for different laser powers show the same linear dependency of the total molecule counts, in perfect agreement with the experiment for a laser beam waist of $w_0 = 154 \mu m$, which was the only free parameter in the Monte Carlo simulations. This is in agreement with the optics setup of the experiment. Each molecule interacts on average with 63 light pulses. The maximum laser intensity at the center of the beam waist is $4.4 \times 10^8$ W/cm$^2$.

Competing effects: Arguably, a single 800 nm photon cannot ionize $C_{60}$. Multiphoton ionization becomes significant for intensities of approximately $10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$ [7]. In our experiment, the peak intensity of pulses is of the order $10^8$ W/cm$^2$, well below the ionization threshold. It has been shown that femtosecond lasers can be used to increase ionization rates in large molecules compared to nanosecond pulses and to study the dynamics of the ionization process [8]. In our experiment the average number of absorbed photons is: $N_{abs} = \frac{2P\tau\sigma}{\pi w_0^2h\nu}$, where $\tau$ is the interaction time between light of frequency $\nu$ and molecule, $h$ is Planck’s constant. We use the absorb-
We now argue that this manipulation technique is universal and applicable to any polarizable particle as both mass and polarizability scale with the volume of the particle. The polarizability to mass ratio for \( \text{C}_{60} \) is given by \( \alpha/m = 0.1 \text{Å}^3/\text{amu} \). This ratio typically differs only by maximally \( \pm 15\% \) for other molecules and particles [11] and it is easily possible to change the optical potential \( U \) by a factor of two through modulation of laser power, which would more than compensate the \( \alpha/m \) variation. The multiple pulse interaction may open the door to new light-molecule manipulation schemes as adding a new degree of freedom for handling.

In summary, we have observed a clear effect of multiple light pulses on the center of mass motion of neutral molecules. Further experiments are needed to optimize the light-molecule interaction effect. Simulations predict large deflection for high laser pulse energy as from ns-pulsed lasers, which have lower laser pulse repetition rates. Generally, the experiment can also be performed with high intensity continuous lasers. However more damage to the molecule is expected.
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